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🕊Honor🕊

9/11 Memorial Glade: A monument to responders,
survivors who paid for the Saudi attacks w/ their health 

Thousands of responders died of illnesses related to their
work on & after 9/11, & tens of thousands more are being
treated for illnesses.

We will never forget.

🕊Honor2🕊

The Balance Has Shifted: The Data on Impeachment Favor Moving Ahead

Twitter Slams Barr For Comparing His Return to DOJ to D-Day Invasion: 'Equal

Parts Delusional, Arrogant and Idiotic

Mexico Agreed to Take Border Actions Months Before Trump Announced Tariff Deal
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“Heshmat Alavi is a persona run by a team of people from the political wing of the

MEK. This is not and has never been a real person.”

Nevertheless...

The WH had used Alavi’s article to justify its decision to terminate the Iran nuclear

agreement.

Let that sink in.

🕊Honor4🕊

Trump hailed his new deal with Mexico to avoid tariffs. But the terms were actually

agreed on months ago, officials in both nations said.

White House blocked intelligence aide’s written testimony, saying human-caused

climate change could be ‘possibly catastrophic’
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Body of Putin’s bunker financier found in Moscow

Top Green EU Lawmaker Heidi Hautala Accused of Being ‘On the Kremlin’s Leash’

For Blocking Anti-Putin Sanctions Resolution

For two hours, a large chunk of European mobile traffic was rerouted through China

🕊Honor6🕊

The docs exposing Hofeller’s recommendation for rigging the census to benefit whites

& 

Republicans were unearthed as part of a separate lawsuit on gerrymandering

demonstrates that the Trump adm & GOP are trying to subvert an accurate counts &

rig elections.
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Suspected bomb blast strikes south-Sweden town, 20 injured

NY Times Square bomber foiled 24 hrs b/4^

India heatwave temps pass 50 Celsius, 122 F. 

Commerce Dept official killed in apparent murder-suicide

NZ mosque massacre suspect first to face anti-terrorism laws
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Pope Francis echoed Pope Benedict XV words after the devastation of WW I, & called

for "an end to all forms of nationalism & ethnocentrism.”

“The church's universal mission requires setting aside exclusivist ideas of

membership in one's own country & ethnic group."

🕊Honor9🕊
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Under Trump arms deal, high-tech US bombs to be built in Saudi Arabia

DEMs in Congress say the adm should not hand the Saudis valuable weapons tech

given the kingdom's conduct in Yemen & its human rights record.

Tech reporter charged with soliciting child sex online
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NASA invites tourists to space station, while a Trump tweet casts doubt on his own

adm’s moon plan

Trump adm has given $200K in US farm bailout bucks to a company owned by a

Japanese firm with a corrupt past

Hillary Clinton's youngest brother, Tony Rodham, dies
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📌US Army and Marine Corps tanks join Finland Arrow 19 exercise

The Marines pulled tanks out of caves in Norway for war games close to Russia's

border for the 2nd year in a row

📌Lawsuit: Drug Companies Engaged in ‘Broad Conspiracy’ to ‘Artificially Inflate’

Prices
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Raytheon, United Technologies in Talks to Merge

Top adviser on St.Louis airport privatization faces questions for his work with the

NRA



McKenna’s firm has been paid more than $1.2M so far for his advice.

His specialty is dark money. 

Invoices appear to be missing.

🕊Honor13🕊

The cost of Trump’s tariffs has fallen "entirely" on US businesses & households, says

Goldman Sachs.

Dem, GOP senators want to check Trump's power to sell arms to Saudis

VZ reopens border with Colombia after 4 mos

Sagrada Familia gets building permit after 137 yrs
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RU will use the Nat’l Wealth Fund to finance Gazprom's new chemical & natural gas

project in the Baltic port of Ust-Luga

More than 2k items from museums in Crimea - inc’g ancient jewellery, gems &

helmets - are the subject of a lengthy legal dispute btwn RU & URN
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Iran-linked (Hizbollah) terrorists caught stockpiling explosives in NW London

The plot was uncovered by MI5 and the Metropolitan Police in the autumn of 2015,

just months after the UK signed up to the Iran 

Assange is due to appear in court in London on Wednesday

4 Disturbing Details You May Have Missed in the Mueller Report

Some troubling-to-outright-damning episodes have been lost in the noise around its

release.

Opinion | 4 Disturbing Details You May Have Missed in the Mueller Rep…
Some troubling-to-outright-damning episodes have been lost in the noise around its
release.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/07/opinion/mueller-report-trump-impeachment.html

9/11 Memorial Glade: A monument to responders, survivors who paid for the attacks

with their health 
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Thousands of responders died of illnesses related to their work on and after 9/11, and

tens of thousands more are being treated for illnesses.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/911-memorial-glade-a-monument-to-responde…

🏵Mueller Report Vol. II🏵

Tami Burages
@tburages

How about having a few friends over for a barbecue and then 
casually show them a condensed version of the Mueller Report 
Volume II - complete with pictures?

You're free to use mine.  #ReadTheMuellerReport
1,270 10:29 PM - Jun 6, 2019

872 people are talking about this

NRA money flowed to board members amid allegedly lavish spending by top officials

and vendors

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/nra-money-flowed-to-board-members-…

‼ OMG

The WH had used Alavi’s article to justify its decision to terminate the Iran nuclear

agreement.

However...
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“Heshmat Alavi is a persona run by a team of people from the political wing of the

MEK. This is not and has never been a real person.”

An Iranian Activist Wrote Dozens of Articles for Right-Wing Outlets. Bu…
The writer Heshmat Alavi pushes regime change in Iran. But an MEK defector says
the controversial, exiled, opposition group created the persona.

https://theintercept.com/2019/06/09/heshmat-alavi-fake-iran-mek/

Twitter Slams William Barr For Comparing His Return to DOJ to D-Day Invasion:

'Equal Parts Delusional, Arrogant and Idiotic

Twitter slams William Barr for comparing his return to DOJ to D-Day in…
William Barr "thinks that he's a hero for helping to destroy the credibility of the
DOJ," one user tweeted.

https://www.newsweek.com/twitter-slams-william-barr-comparing-his-return-doj-d-day-i…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶

The GEO Group CivicCore and Trump Admin Part II

Posted on June 09 2019

Geo Group Part II

Lobbying & FEC Money Trail
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The GEO Group CivicCore and Trump Admin Part II
Geo Group Part II Lobbying & FEC Money Trail   If you haven’t read the DHS-OIG
write up, from a few days ago,  you probably should read it. Given that three of the
four facilities “spot checked”…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/the-geo-group-civiccore-and-trump-admin-part-ii

An unidentified person “connected to … Congress” allegedly tried to influence

Michael Flynn’s willingness to cooperate with Mueller’s investigation, according to a

filing unsealed in federal court Thursday.

#Nunes? #Gaetz #Meadows? #Jordan? Or? 

Prosecutors: Person 'connected to' Congress tried to influence Flynn'…
Flynn pleaded guilty to making false statements to the FBI in December 2017.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/16/michael-flynn-mueller-report-1329656

White House blocked intelligence aide’s written testimony, saying human-caused

climate change could be ‘possibly catastrophic’

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/06/08/white-house-blocke…

9/11 Memorial Glade: A monument to responders, survivors who paid for the attacks

with their health 

Thousands of responders died of illnesses related to their work on and after 9/11, and

tens of thousands more are being treated for illnesses.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/911-memorial-glade-a-monument-to-responde…
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‼ Resource‼ 

New: You Can Now Search the Full Text of 3 Million Nonprofit Tax Records for Free

New: You Can Now Search the Full Text of 3 Million Nonprofit Tax Reco…
Search the full text of nearly 3 million nonprofit IRS filings, including investments
and grants given to other nonprofits.

https://www.propublica.org/nerds/new-search-full-text-of-3-million-nonprofit-tax-records…

Andrew J. McKenna, top adviser on St.Louis airport privatization faces questions for

his work with the NRA

McKenna’s firm has been paid more than $1.2M so far for his advice.

His specialty is dark money. 

Invoices appear to be missing. 

Messenger: Top adviser on airport privatization faces questions for his…
Andrew J. McKenna is a dark-money fundraiser for anti-labor and pro-gun groups.
So what is he doing advising Mayor Lyda Krewson?

https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/columns/tony-messenger/messenger-top-adviser-…

Mexico Agreed to Take Border Actions Months Before Trump Announced Tariff Deal 

Trump hailed his new deal with Mexico to avoid tariffs. But the terms were actually

agreed on months ago, officials in both nations said.
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Mexico Agreed to Take Border Actions Months Before Trump Announc…
President Trump announced an agreement just before punishing tariffs went into
effect, but it was unclear whether he saw it as truly new concessions or a face-
saving way to defuse his tariff threat.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/08/us/politics/trump-mexico-deal-tariffs.html

For two hours, a large chunk of European mobile traffic was rerouted through China

It was China Telecom, again. The same ISP accused last year of "hijacking the vital

internet backbone of western countries."

For two hours, a large chunk of European mobile traffic was rerouted t…
It was China Telecom, again. The same ISP accused last year of "hijacking the vital
internet backbone of western countries."

https://www.zdnet.com/article/for-two-hours-a-large-chunk-of-european-mobile-traffic-w…

Body of Putin’s bunker financier found in Moscow

Body of Putin’s bunker financier found in Moscow
The body of Alexey Kudryashov, who was fired on 31 May from his position as the
head of the financing department that oversees command bunkers for Russia’s
high-ranking political and military leaders…

http://www.uawire.org/body-of-putin-s-bunker-financier-found-in-moscow?fbclid=IwAR2…

Suspected bomb blast strikes south-Sweden town, about 20 injured

Suspected bomb blast strikes south-Sweden town, about 20 injured
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An explosion thought to have been a bomb rocked a residential street in the town
of Linkoping in southern Sweden on Friday, damaging several buildings and slightly
injuring about 20 people, police of…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-sweden-explosion-idUSKCN1T80OI

The docs exposing Hofeller’s recommendation for rigging the census to benefit whites

& Republicans were unearthed as part of a separate lawsuit on gerrymandering

demonstrates that this administration is trying to subvert an accurate counts & rig

elections.

The GOP’s white supremacy now has a smoking gun
The United States Supreme Court is expected to rule shortly in the case of
Department of Commerce v. New York—a critical legal battle over the addition of a
citizenship question to the 2020 U.S. cens…

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/06/the-gops-white-supremacy-now-has-a-smoking-gun/

Temperatures passed 50 degrees Celsius (122 Fahrenheit) in northern India as an

unrelenting heatwave triggered warnings of water shortages and heatstroke.

H/T @pnc16basses @smbwhitney

India heatwave temperatures pass 50 Celsius
Temperatures passed 50 degrees Celsius (122 Fahrenheit) in northern India as an
unrelenting heatwave triggered warnings of water shortages and heatstroke.

https://phys.org/news/2019-06-india-heatwave-temperatures-celsius.html

Under Trump arms deal, high-tech U.S. bombs to be built in Saudi Arabia

Democrats in Congress say the administration should not hand the Saudis valuable

weapons tech given the kingdom's conduct in Yemen and its human rights record.
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U.S. 'smart' bombs will be built in Saudi Arabia under Trump arms deal
A controversial arms package calls for U.S. precision-guided bomb parts to be
made in Saudi Arabia, giving Riyadh unprecedented access to sensitive
technology.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/under-trump-arms-deal-high-tech-u-s-bom…

In May, AGs from 44 states filed a federal lawsuit against pharma giant Teva Pharma

Ind–the largest producer of generic drugs in the world–& 19 others, alleging that

drugmakers engaged in “a broad conspiracy to artificially inflate & manipulate prices”

Lawsuit: Drug Companies Engaged in ‘Broad Conspiracy’ to ‘Artificiall…
In May, a bloc of Attorneys General from 44 states filed a federal lawsuit against
pharmaceutical giant Teva Pharmaceutical Industries--the largest producer of
generic drugs in the world--and 19 othe…

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/lawsuit-drug-companies-engaged-in-broad-conspi…

Top Green EU Lawmaker Heidi Hautala Accused of Being ‘On the Kremlin’s Leash’

For Blocking Anti-Putin Sanctions Resolution

#GreenParty♥ Russia

Top Green EU Lawmaker Heidi Hautala Accused of Being ‘On the Krem…
In a leaked email, Hautala, a vice president of the European Parliament, lashed out
at Europe’s “obsession” with “targeting” Putin.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/top-green-eu-lawmaker-accused-of-being-on-the-kremli…
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The July 2016 Moscow trip is a focus of investigators examining whether the Trump

lieutenants colluded with the Kremlin in its campaign to hack into American political

institutions & leak the fruits of those raiding missions to boost Trump’s campaign.

Here's why special counsel Robert Mueller did not say whether Trump …
The Mueller report says evidence obtained about Trump's "actions and intent"
makes it difficult to determine whether a crime occurred.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/18/heres-why-special-counsel-robert-mueller-did-not-s…

‼ OBG‼ 

The Steele Dossier alleges that Page met with the head of Russian oil giant Rosneft

Igor Sechin, considered to be one of President Vladimir Putin’s key deputies. 

Russian Spy Met Trump Adviser Carter Page and Thought He Was an ‘I…
Carter Page met with a Russian spy in 2013 and supplied research materials.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/04/04/russian-spy-met-trump-adviser-carter-page-and-t…

The Coming G.O.P. Apocalypse

Stumbling blind into the age of diversity

Opinion | The Coming G.O.P. Apocalypse
Stumbling blind into the age of diversity.
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https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/03/opinion/republicans-generation-gap.html

The Republican Party voter is old—and getting older, and as the adage goes, there are

two certainties in life: Death and taxes. Right now, both are enemies of the GOP and

they might want to worry more about the former than the latter

The GOP Is Dying Off. Literally.
The Grand Old Party is getting old.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/05/the-gop-is-dying-off-literally-118035

The Balance Has Shifted: The Data on Impeachment Favor Moving Ahead 

The Balance Has Shifted: The Data on Impeachment Favor Moving Ahe…
"Blumenthal’s piece changes the balance to favor Congress acting now. His data
decimate the major impediment to holding Trump accountable – the fear that this
president would be strengthened by a Hou…

https://www.justsecurity.org/64173/the-balance-has-shifted-the-data-on-impeachment-f…

‼ OBG‼ 

According to Steele’s reporting, Page and Sechin discussed lifting sanctions imposed

on Russia as a resulted of its annexation of the Crimean Peninsula and support of

pro-Russian insurgents in eastern Ukraine

Russian Spy Met Trump Adviser Carter Page and Thought He Was an ‘I…
Carter Page met with a Russian spy in 2013 and supplied research materials.

https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/04/04/russian-spy-met-trump-adviser-carter-page-and-t…

China adds Washington Post, Guardian to ‘Great Firewall’ blacklist
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/china-adds-washington-post-guardian-to-great-…

Ars Technica reporter Peter Bright aka Dr Pizza aka Pumpkin Fright Aka

RandomAnon was arrested by the FBI for soliciting online child rape

⚠Warning: This article contains graphic sexual language

Tech reporter charged with soliciting child sex online
Prominent tech reporter Peter Bright has been arrested for soliciting sex with
children online. He was employed by Ars Technica until recently. 

https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/peter-bright-charged-soliciting-sex-minors/

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Jazzie
@baddogs4343

Tonight's Painting: June Flowers

I know it's late, maybe folks on the west coast will see this. LOL

Song: Do I wanna Know? by the Arctic 
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Monkeysyoutube.com/watch?v=bpOSxM…

I love you, my friends. We will always have each other. (Sappy 
mood, sorry).

243 5:15 AM - Jun 9, 2019

89 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Alicia Jessop
@RulingSports

This is why we can’t have nice things. I was trying to take a 
picture of the lobster roll I ordered in Maine and well, this 
happened 

199K 8:58 PM - Jun 7, 2019

32.4K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

*Miray*
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Miray
@fleurs_de_mer

un moment de calme * 

• my work . gouache and tempera colours on paper .
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252 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Geology Tweets
@GeologyTime

Brazilian citrine. This beauty was created by John Dyer and was 
a spectrum award winner in the ‘innovative faceting’ The pavilion 
is faceted with grooves that gives us the incredible effect of 
sparkling colour, so subtle, it indeed looks like holding the sun!

Credit: Alan Hart
3,389 1:01 PM - Feb 25, 2019

1,575 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Dust-to-Digital
@dusttodigital
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The Dr. John second line in New Orleans yesterday.
26.8K 1:38 PM - Jun 8, 2019

9,898 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

sixthformpoet
@sixthformpoet

ONE

My dad died. Classic start to a funny story. He was buried in a 
small village in Sussex. I was really close to my dad so I visited 
his grave a lot. I still do. [DON’T WORRY, IT GETS FUNNIER.]

402K 9:52 AM - Jun 9, 2019

184K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Qasim Rashid, Esq.
@QasimRashid

Graphic video of innocent woman ripped to shreds by fierce 
felines 

Also this is how I would like to die please 
15.6K 1:22 PM - Jun 9, 2019

3,126 people are talking about this

🌿#MaryCassatt🌿
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#PAM #PAMFAM #MaryCassatt

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#MaryCassatt

Mary Cassatt, born May 22, 1844, In Pennsylvania & died June 
14, 1926, at her home Château de Beaufresne, near Paris, 
France. 

Children Playing on the Beach; 1884

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#MaryCassatt

139 11:18 PM - May 18, 2018

53 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳

I hope everyone enjoyed a lovely & restful weekend. 

Last week sh*tshow is behind us & god only knows what this week will hold—we all

need some good news...

I know this long wait for the proverbial break in the dam is excruciating—no whispers

to share.

Sleep well!
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @PNC16basses

0:00

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY! 

#NutShellReport

#ThePatriotTimes

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you.

June 7, 2019

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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